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Introduction: The Evolution of Media Measurement 
By Katie Delahaye Paine

Welcome to Measurement Week, the global celebration of communications measurement.

This PR Measurement Handbook represents decades of research and hard work 
from dedicated individuals whose experience totals tens of thousands of Measure-
ment Weeks. 

I’m honored to count myself among them. I started my first measurement proj-
ect 1,678 weeks ago, when I was a newbie marketing communications manager at 
Fujitsu faced with putting together a budget to promote products that I didn’t even 
begin to understand. I turned to research and measurement to find the answers 
and wound up with a $3 million budget – which for a history major with a bunch of 
engineers as bosses, was quite the coup.

It didn’t take me long to realize that measurement was going to be a key part of my 
future.  

1,341 Measurement weeks ago, I started my first measurement company, The Dela-
haye Group. I’d been the PR manager at Lotus Development and under significant 
pressure to demonstrate my results. I found it astounding that there was no stan-
dard tool or system to measure my results — so I invented one, and decided to build 
a company around it.

As the company grew, so did the demands for measurement of all kinds. As our cus-
tomers faced new challenges to measure, we invented ways to do what they needed. 
We started measuring international programs in 1992, and added trade shows and 
events in 1994.

The biggest innovation came when the Internet fundamentally changed how we 
share information.  We added the measurement of “consumer-generated media” — 
i.e. measurement of newsgroups and websites in 1996. 

When I sold the company in 1999, I thought we might have invented all that needed 
to be invented in measurement. Boy did I get that wrong! 

Most everything we do as professional communicators has changed thanks to blogs 
and social media— from the way we communicate with our customers and our em-
ployees to the way we interact with the media. Throughout that evolution,  people 
like those who have written the handbook you’re holding have continued to inno-
vate and invent new ways to measure all these new means of communications.  

In these pages, you’ll find a treasure trove of tips, tactics and advice from some of 
the most knowledgeable people in the industry. If you’re new to measurement, 
start with the first article and work your way through. If you’re familiar with basic 
measurement and want something a bit more advanced, you’ll also find the latest 
developments in marketing mix modeling. 

Measurement isn’t something that just happens one week a year; it’s a continuous 
process. Innovation in measurement techniques is also a continuing process. A little 
more than a decade ago, companies like CyberAlert, the developer of this handbook, 
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were just beginning to disrupt the traditional press clipping business by monitoring 
online media for current news about companies and not-for-profit organizations. 
Today, platforms like theirs provide what we used to call the Holy Grail — the in-
tegration of traditional and social media, bringing together broadcast, social, web 
analytics and other metrics into one place. 

Just as important an advance is the ongoing development of standard methodolo-
gies for measurement. The Coalition for PR Measurement Standards and the Social 
Media Measurement Conclave have written and approved industry wide stan-
dards for measuring PR and social media. You can find all the standards here and 
once you’ve read them, we hope you’ll sign the pledge to support them. 

 

Katie Paine
Publisher & CEO
Paine Publishing 

Katie Delahaye Paine, aka The Measurement Queen, (@
queenofmetrics), is a pioneer in the field of measurement and 
among the leaders in establishing measurement standards.  
She has founded and managed two measurement companies, 
KDPaine & Partners Inc., and The Delahaye Group. Her books, 
Measuring the Networked Non-Profit, (Wiley, October  
2012),  Measure What Matters (Wiley, March 2011), and Mea-
suring Public Relationships (KDPaine & Partners 2007) 
are considered essential for anyone tasked with measuring PR 
and social media. Paine Publishing’s newsletter, The Measure-
ment Advisor, provides comprehensive analysis about best 

practices in communications measurement. In her consulting practices, she designs 
measurement dashboards for some of the world’s most admired companies.
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Why Your Content Marketing Isn’t Working
NewsCred / AllTop Startups / TopDog Social Media
While almost all marketers agree content marketing is important, an overwhelming 
85% admit their content is only somewhat effective, or less so, at generating revenue. 

The chart below illustrates a recent survey by Forrester Research that asked market-
ers about their company’s content marketing efforts.

In Content Marketers Have No Idea What They’re Doing, Amber van Natten ob-
serves the underlying reasons behind marketing’s disconnect from wanting to pro-
duce high-quality content — to actually doing it. The most common reasons were:

• No comprehensive content marketing strategy in place.
• Brand narcissism: Forrester’s study showed most brands create content solely 

around product and brand offers. Very few brands made quality content like 
stories, case studies, research and industry insights a primary focus of their 
efforts.

• Poor commitment: 72% of marketers said less than half their staff plays a 
primary role in content marketing.

We did some research of our own to determine why your content marketing strat-
egy may not be as effective as you’d like. Here’s what we found:

It doesn’t achieve goals.
Brands are placing too much emphasis on content creation, resulting in over-pro-
moted and underwhelming content, says Brad Shorr, director of B2B marketing at 
Straight North. Unless marketers connect content to SEO goals, conversion goals, 
branding goals, etc., “the whole castle will collapse.”

Marketers must decide why they’re creating content, and its value to the brand. Then, 
figure out what types of content you need to create in order to achieve the goals.
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You’re not measuring.
This is where most brands fall short, according to Forrester’s research. Marketers must 
measure regularly their content marketing progress to determine how it matches 
up with customer retention, brand awareness and growth. Establishing key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs) will help better measure success. For more tips on measur-
ing content marketing, see: Content Marketing Measurement in 5 Easy Steps.

Audiences aren’t getting their questions answered.
Audiences want content that answers their questions and educates them about 
industry issues, product categories, and branded products. Most of all, profession-
als want to know how to do their jobs better. Brands can monitor social media, blogs 
and forums to identify questions any given audience is asking. Tapping into cus-
tomer service data from the call center can also help determine the biggest issues 
customers have with the company’s products or services.

You can also research hot industry topics using Melonie Dodaro’s advice in 5-Step 
Content Marketing Checklist:

• Use Google Keyword Planner to find relevant keyword phrases people use 
when searching.

• Peruse Twitter for popular topics related to your keywords.
• Run Google searches to find other pages that rank high for your keywords.
• Create a list of major points you want asked and answered in content.

Content is ugly.
Most readers skim content marketing articles.  Huge blocks of text repel most readers.

Dodaro encourages marketers to write content that readers can scan quickly and 
easily.  Specific tips:  

• Don’t let paragraphs run longer than three lines.
• Include images every 300 words.
• Use sub-headers to break up sections.
• Create a compelling headline.
• Make bullet points and lists.
• Link to other valuable resources.

Content isn’t optimized for search.
Panda 4.0 was a major algorithm update for Google, and content creators must 
consider how it changes their content strategies. Here are some of Carrie Morgan’s 
tips for maintaining a strong SEO presence:

Avoid duplicate content. Sites with duplicate content experienced a steep drop in 
traffic after Panda 4.0. If you frequently repurpose content, make sure to change the 
headlines and text throughout.

Don’t scrape content from other sites. If you reference other work, summarize 
the copy in your own words or use quotes, and be sure to credit the author and link 
back to the article.
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Write longer content. Google no longer focuses on the presence of keywords. It 
looks at the quality and relevance of content. Longer content helps Google under-
stand context and build semantics around the industry and topics. Aim for at least 
600 words, and occasionally write in-depth content with more than 2,000 words.

Promote content through the right channels.
Sending your content through every possible channel can actually dilute the brand’s 
image, reports Tessa Wegert. It’s best to focus on channels that make the most 
sense for your company and its audience. For example, Instagram may work well 
for a travel magazine or clothing company, but a software company won’t likely see 
much engagement on an image-based social network.

Bottom line: the most effective content marketing strategies are well-planned and 
match the company’s marketing goals. Content marketing success should be mea-
sured in terms of business goals. [Tweet this]
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Content Marketing Measurement in 5 Easy Steps
Content Marketing Institute / Econsultancy / TopRank Blog / 
ExactTarget
Measurement is the only way to deter-
mine whether your content marketing 
efforts are really working.

But how do you define “working” for a 
marketing strategy? According to Cathy 
McPhillips, your measurements should 
show that your content marketing activi-
ties support both your marketing and 
business goals. 

It’s not as difficult as it seems, assures 
McPhillips. To prove it, she takes marketers through Content Marketing Institute’s 
measurement path in A Simple Plan for Measuring the Marketing Effectiveness 
of Content. Here are the steps marketers can mirror to create a measurement plan 
that accurately reflects content performance:

Step 1: Prioritize marketing goals.
If you haven’t agreed on goals with your management team, now is the time to do 
it.  Identifying goals will also help you decide how frequently to collect data. If your 
monthly goal is to increase newsletter subscriptions, for example, you’ll need to 
watch certain metrics weekly to make sure the results are on plan.

Step 2: Identify KPIs.
Everyone involved in the content marketing and measurement process must un-
derstand the core key performance indicators (KPIs) so they know how their work 
impacts overarching company goals.

In What KPIs Are You Using to Measure the Impact of Content Marketing?, 
Christopher Ratcliff shares a list of KPIs marketers can use to measure performance, 
split into relevant categories. They include:

• Revenue and Conversion
• Conversion rate
• Average order value
• Revenue
• Traffic
• Total visits
• Unique visitors
• New vs. return visits
• Engagement
• Dwell time (time on site)
• Pages per visit
• Bounce rate
• Social shares
• Comments and likes
• Product reviews
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• Banner click-through rate
• Offline
• Visits to store
• In-store purchases
• In-store content usage (e.g. scanning a OR code)
• Call tracking

As Ratcliff points out, revenue is a likely byproduct for most all KPIs. If you’re seeing 
positive engagement and page views, revenue isn’t far behind.

McPhillips goes into further detail and lists common marketing KPIs, along with the 
metrics used to calculate them:

Don’t measure simply for the sake of measurement. Your KPIs must accomplish both 
of the following:

• Support key goals
• Be actionable and provide insight for improvement

Step 3: Organize touch points.
Organizing measurement by the activities that represent buyer and brand interac-
tions creates levels of accountability, Lee Odden explains in Attract, Engage, Con-
vert — How to Better Measure and Optimize Content Marketing Performance. 
He encourages marketers to categorize KPIs with three stages:

Website traffic
Page views
Video views
Document views/downloads
Social chatter
Referral links

Blog comments
Likes, shares, tweets, etc.
Blog subscriptions
Conversion rate

Form completions/downloads
Email subscriptions
Blog subscriptions
Conversion rate

Online and offline sales
Manual reporting and anecdotes

% of content consumed by existing customers
Retention/renewal rates

Sales for new products and services

Brand awareness

Engagement

Lead generation

Sales

Customer 
retention/loyalty

Upsell

Goal Possible Metrics
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• Attract. Any discovery touch point, including social media traffic, blog men-
tions and search ranking.

• Engage. Content consumption and interaction, including page views, return 
visitors and social media shares.

• Convert. Any conversion involving a form that captures customer informa-
tion, including subscriptions, sign ups and trials.

Such organization reveals performance indicators and allows marketers to optimize 
performance at the exact touch point that needs it.

Step 4: Measure.
Measuring content marketing isn’t just counting the number of people that viewed 
the page. It also requires tracking the actions people take after they read it. To do 
this, marketers need to pinpoint the worth of each action via simple division.

To calculate the value of a single free trial signup, for example, marketers 
must evaluate two things:

• The percentage of consumers who convert after using the free trial.
• The average transaction of a customer.

So, if your free trial converts 10% of its users and your average transaction is $500, 
each free trial signup is worth about $50.

To calculate less direct metrics, like social media likes, follow ExactTarget’s advice:

Courtesy of TopRank
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Total monthly revenue from Facebook / Number of Facebook likes = Value of a Face-
book like

Step 5: Share data with executives and stakeholders.
The last step in content marketing measurement is formatting the data so it’s easily 
digestible by executive teams and any other stakeholders involved. Make sure the 
data answers questions that respond to your original business and marketing goals.

Bottom line: measurement results that aren’t actionable and don’t match market-
ing goals are useless. Only after you identify goals and KPIs does measurement add 
value to content marketing programs. 
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Collecting Insight from Basic Marketing Metrics
Marketing Profs

Marketers can improve content strategy even with the most basic of measurements 
— and sometimes, that’s all it takes.

In Is Your Content Marketing a Failure? These Five Metrics Can Tell You, Alesia 
Krush breaks down basic marketing metrics and explains how to use them to im-
prove content strategies.

Traffic
It’s quite easy to measure traffic: Google Analytics and/or other free web tools like 
WordPress analytics offer extensive data on page views. The key is what marketers 
do with the traffic numbers. If a company wants to drive more traffic, for example, 
they may look into supporting factors like email titles, marketing messages, or key 
words.

While many consider it a vanity metric, traffic offers important insight into the 
reach of marketing campaigns. It determines your page’s search engine rank, email 
subscription base, social followers, and other factors. Raw traffic numbers can also 
be applied in more complex measurement formulas, so it’s helpful to have the data. 

Engagement
Engagement naturally follows traffic, as it measures the length and quality of peo-
ple’s interaction with content. Such data can provide insight on bounce rates, time 
spent on site, comments and social shares.

However, engagement can’t be measured as directly as traffic. To determine engage-
ment, marketers must examine bounce rates, visit duration and pages-per-visit. 
Krush also recommends click-tracking tools like MouseFlow and CrazyEgg to see 
what users do when they visit your site.

Sometimes, marketers might find sufficient traffic numbers but low engagement. 
Low engagement may result from poorly targeted content, too many ads, bad page 
structure or simply uninteresting content.

Social Shares
Vanity metrics such as likes, tweets and retweets all contribute to social shares. 
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But marketers should consider using social media measurement tools that provide 
deeper insight into how people share content across social media and the Internet.

Backlinks (Inbound Links)
Links back to specific pages of your content offer another performance indicator of 
content success. They also drive traffic and build website authority with Google.

Consumers are more likely to share content that contains certain link-baiting “hooks”:

• Applicability. If it’s useful and can be used in other content or in the future, 
people will share it.

• Authority. Pieces written by well-known and influential authors generate 
more social shares.

• Ego. Content that makes readers proud of themselves gets more links.
• Funny. Amusing content is among the most shared.
• Controversy. The provocative nature of dissenting opinion draws more clicks 

and shares.

Google Analytics and Google Webmaster Tools both display backlink information. 
The key is for marketers to gauge the worth of each backlink. Links derived from 
legitimate, reputable sites carry much more weight than spam-filled websites.

Conversion Rates
All the metrics above are essentially useless if they don’t drive conversion. Krush 
urges marketers to use a call to action whenever and wherever possible.

Relevancy is a key factor that affects conversion rates.  Marketing content must 
relate the called for action.

Marketers can measure conversion by setting up Goals in Google Analytics. Krush 
points marketers toward Avinash Kaushik’s article on how to Identify Website Goal 
[Economic] Values.

Bottom line: basic metrics can provide important marketing insight, especially when 
marketers use them to find weaknesses in content and improve their strategies.
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9 Marketing Analytics Better Than Page View
CyberAlert

Most marketers assume that people actually read the article when they click on a link 
on the corporate website – and base their marketing measurement on that assumption.

That’s not a valid assumption. Why? 55% of page visitors spend fewer than 15 
seconds actively on a page, according to Chartbeat. So if your marketing strategy re-
volves around page views, you’re measuring success based on what are likely flawed 
assumptions and data. It’s a dangerous leap of faith to equate more page views with 
more conversions.

Though page views have some utility, there are other metrics that more accurately 
reveal marketing and business performance. The following marketing metrics of-
fer more conclusive and telling information than page views. Each metric includes 
instructions on how to get to the data in Google analytics.

1. Bounce Rate
Bounce rate measures the percentage of visitors who navigate away from the site 
after viewing only one page. If you have a high bounce rate (above ~40%) it doesn’t 
matter how many page views you collect; none of them matter, because the visitors 
never made the next conversion step.

Google analytics displays overall bounce rate in Audience > Overview.

Bounce rates for specific pages can be found in Behavior > Site Content > All Pages.

2. Exit Pages
Not to be confused with bounce rate, the exit pages metric reports how many visi-
tors left the site from specific pages. Exits, unlike bounces, calculate more than one 
page in a session. Pages with high exit counts can indicate problem areas when the 
page has further calls to action.

Behavior > Site Content > Exit Pages

3. Media Mentions
In measuring media mentions, brands must take into account both their quantity 
and quality. Save time by subscribing to a media monitoring service that calculates 
quantitative and qualitative data. Services like CyberAlert offer metrics such as circu-
lation, reach, opportunities to see, prominence, dominance, and sentiment. Brands 
should choose a service that can also monitor both online news and social media.

How to get there: subscribe to an integrated media monitoring service.
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4. Conversion Rate
Conversion rate is the most telling metric to determine marketing performance. Us-
ing Google Analytics data, marketers can calculate conversion rate via the following 
simple formula:

Number of Goal Achievements (Conversions) / Number of Page Views X 100

As Barry Feldman says, the goal of content isn’t to get people to visit your site; it’s to 
get them to subscribe to it or fulfill the call to action.  In Google analytics, tracking 
conversions such as subscriptions is the ultimate business metric.

5. Email Unsubscribe Rate
When your unsubscribe rate spikes, it means consumers aren’t liking what they see 
in their inbox. Measuring unsubscribe rates after an email campaign helps marketers 
map out which content and offers interest their target audience, and which don’t.

How to get there: Create a separate URL for the unsubscribe process and add that 
URL to conversions. Use the formula:

Number of recipients that unsubscribed / Number of emails delivered X 100

6. Traffic by Device
If you’re considering optimizing online content for mobile and tablets, traffic by de-
vice informs you of the devices consumers use to visit your website. If an increasing 
percentage of users are visiting via mobile, you should invest in a redesign.

Audience > Mobile > Overview (or, for a better breakdown, Devices)

7. Page Flow
Page flow illustrates the path your visitors take as they navigate through your web-
site. It’s useful for understanding why and how conversions happen so that you can 
identify the pages that most effectively steer visitors to convert.

Conversions > Goals > Goal Flow

To analyze the general page flow of your website (not just conversions):

Audience > Users Flow

8. Referral Traffic
After you measure where your customers are going, it’s also helpful to determine 
where they’re coming from. Knowing where your traffic comes from enables market-
ers to gauge the effectiveness of paid, owned and earned media sources. If a signifi-
cant number of people visit you from a specific website, it may be worthwhile to run 
a campaign or advertisement on that website or its newsletter. You can also mea-
sure referral traffic from social media sites to identify which deliver the most traffic.

To measure referral traffic from websites, click on All Referrals in Google Analytics.

To measure social media traffic, click on Social > Overview.
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For a better break down, go to Social > Landing Pages. This displays the specific 
pages visited via social media referrals.

9. Revenue per User
Revenue per user is useful for measuring the ROI of social media efforts. It calcu-
lates how much a subscriber buys from you every month, on average.

Total monthly revenue / Number of conversions in that month

For social media revenue per user, visit Conversions under Social. Use the following 
formula:

Total monthly revenue / Number of conversions that month from [Social Media 
Channel]
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Data Misinterpretation: 4 Marketing Measure-
ment Myths Exposed
TIME Magazine / Incapsula
Sometimes marketers get the website 
traffic numbers right, but interpret them 
incorrectly.  Other times, the numbers 
themselves are simply wrong.

Too often, marketing data can contain seri-
ous errors, be prone to misinterpretation, 
or both. Conclusions about your marketing 
program’s click-through rates, web traf-
fic and social sharing may be unfounded, 
Tony Haile explains in What You Think You 
Know about the Web is Wrong.

We’ve combined Haile’s findings with those of 
Incapsula, which issued a study on website 
traffic, to bust four common myths about 
the Internet and marketing data:

Myth: People read what they click.
Fact: 55% of website visitors spend fewer than 15 seconds on the page. 

Marketers associate higher page views with more interested consumers. Not so, 
according to Haile, who is CEO of Chartbeat, a data analytics company. Even when 
Chartbeat filtered websites purely for article pages, one of every three visitors spent 
fewer than 15 seconds reading the articles.

Myth: The more people share, the more they read.
Fact: The people who share content are a small fraction of the people 
who visit that content.

Marketers embrace social shares because they believe more engagement leads to 
more readers. But there’s no relationship between social sharing and the amount of 
attention readers give that content, according to Chartbeat. In other words, people 
share without reading.

If you use social media metrics to understand which content captures consumers’ 
attention, you maybe misinterpreting the data.  Sharing does not equate with reading.

Myth: Native advertising is the solution to digital publishing, and banner 
ads are obsolete.
Fact: Native ads don’t receive the same engagement as real articles, 
and banner ads can still be effective.

Among the native ad content analyzed by Chartbeat, only 24% of visitors scroll down 
the page, and fewer than one-third read beyond the first third of the article.
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It also found that the banner ad’s demise is greatly exaggerated. Yes, banner ads are 
less effective, but one explanation of that might be that publishers are placing ads 
on the parts of the page that capture the least attention not the most. Most brands 
scramble for a top-of-the-page spot on the home pages of media sites, but 66% of 
attention on a digital “front page” is spent below the fold.

Implication: Native advertising must deliver high-quality informational, educational 
content that doesn’t trick the reader, and isn’t overly promotional. For greater cost-
effectiveness, placement of banner ads must be where customers spend more 
browsing/reading time.

Myth: Each new page view represents a new interested consumer.
Fact: 61.5% of all website traffic is not human.

As part of an annual study, Incapsula observed 1.5 billion website visits from 20,000 
websites worldwide over the course of three months in 2013. It found a 21% growth 
in total bot traffic since 2012.

Courtesy of Chartbeat

Courtesy of Incapsula
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Bot traffic includes search robots (“bots”), scrapers, hacking tools and other human 
impersonators that aggregate content from websites.

The Google search engine is the epitome of a bot that visits often and views all new 
pages. The Google search results produce visitors, but the Google search engine 
(bot) is not a visitor and should not be counted as such. In analyzing website traffic, 
data resulting from bot visits should be deleted from counts of visitors and page 
views, including individual article views.

Bottom line: data is not always what it seems. In a numbers-driven industry, mar-
keters must be mindful that assuming causation and falling into “groupthink” can 
result in inaccurate reports and miscalculated business decisions.

In buying banner advertising, be sure you’re not paying for the media site’s bot traffic 
(typically 61% of site visits).
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New Marketing Standard: Measure Online Ad 
Viewability, Not Impressions
Quantcast

A New York Times article revealed that more than half of online video ads are 
never seen by people.

Quantcast has discovered that online video ads aren’t the only ad types that make 
up “the great unwatched.” In a white paper called The Road to Viewability, Quant-
cast revealed that 1.8 trillion display ads were paid for but never seen in 2012. 

Unseen ads have several causes, but the underlying reason is that advertisers and 
marketers pay for ads that are served, not for ads that are viewed.

Marketers use impressions as a metric to indicate ad performance. Yet many im-
pressions result from page visits in which the visitor never actually sees the ads, 
either because they’re buried too low on the page or because they run on a tiny 
video player on the side panel. Or worse — the impression counts a robot visit. Bots 
reportedly account for 61% of all web traffic.

To minimize ad budgets, marketers must optimize            
for viewability.
Optimizing for viewability directs the marketing budget toward higher-quality ad 
placements that have a better chance of being seen and influencing customer 
purchasing decisions. Incorporating viewability into campaign evaluation will have a 
significant, long-term effect on digital ad efficacy, Quantcast reports.

Advertisers that embrace viewability over impressions learn which placements are 
worth the investment. Above-the-fold (ATF) impressions, for example, do not prom-
ise viewability. In fact, less than half of ATF impressions are actually viewable, due to 
the fact that:

Many visitors start scrolling down as soon as they visit a page and see top ads for 
less than a second.

Ad vendors self-categorize what constitutes “above” and “below” the fold, which can 
persuade clients into over-paying for a less-than-suitable placement.
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What can advertisers and marketers do?
The first step for marketers is to research the Interactive Advertising Bureau’s Mak-
ing Measurement Make Sense initiative. The 3MS initiative is working to redefine 
the way brands measure digital media by using viewable impressions. The new 
guidelines state that 50% of the ad’s pixels must be viewable for at least one con-
tinuous second in order for the ad to be counted as an impression.

Quantcast also identified the following solutions for optimizing advertising expenditures:

Establish mutually agreed-upon metrics based on viewability.
Hold your ad vendors and publishers accountable to viewability standards by agreeing 
on a viewability percentage, measurement goals and a method for resolving discrepancies.

Set realistic campaign goals.
Ad viewability depends on user behavior. It’s therefore virtually impossible to achieve 
100% viewability. Quantcast shares a chart showing the volume by viewability quartiles.

Due to the limited amount of inventory at or above 75%, it’s very difficult to achieve 
greater than 75% viewability.

Consider a vendor accredited by the Media Rating Council.
MRC vendors use the latest viewability standards initiated by the 3MS. The more 
brands that work with only MRC-accredited vendors, the more likely the remaining 
vendors will get credited to meet the same standard in reporting.

Viewable impressions are latest standard in measuring marketing performance. 
Vendors and publishers will be pushed by the IAB and other groups to adopt view-
ability standards. Brands can help this effort by partnering with MRC-accredited 
vendors and measuring viewability, not impressions. The reward: more effective ad 
campaigns and a bigger return on advertising investment.
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Using Integrated Marketing Measurement to 
Make Better Decisions
McKinsey & Company

As measurement and analytics solutions advance, so does the pressure on market-
ers to demonstrate return on investment. 

But marketers can’t measure the worth of their efforts with a single tool or meth-
odology. An integrated marketing measurement approach is essential to uncover 
meaningful insights and drive growth, according to McKinsey & Company in Using 
Marketing Analytics to Drive Superior Growth.

According to McKinsey studies, the greatest returns come when marketers use measure-
ment approaches jointly. Integrated measurement reduces biases in any one measure-
ment method and enables leaders to identify which activities produce the best return.  

To establish the right mix of tools and/or approaches, organizations should evalu-
ate the pros and cons of each measurement method, and then determine how each 
supports their marketing strategy. Standout measurement approaches include:

• Marketing mix modeling. Marketing mix models quantify the sales impact of 
various marketing activities and determine the effectiveness and ROI for each.

• Media measurement. Marketers can measure the reach, cost and quality of 
components to assess performance — more specifically, the number of target 
consumers reached, the cost per unique touch and the quality of engagement 
and/or media placement. Media measurement is the most straightforward 
and feasible approach.

• Attribution modeling. Attribution modeling, or crediting converting traffic 
to online touchpoints, has become increasingly important for media buying 
and marketing execution. Online attribution usually depends on cookie data 
for input, which can make it difficult to accurately attribute the importance of 
each touchpoint.
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How do these techniques work in unison?
McKinsey’s article offers an example of a company that integrates the three ap-
proaches effectively to generate insights:

A company finds that TV, digital and radio made up 80% of its marketing spending 
last year. It wants to determine how to allocate its marketing budget for the year 
coming and identify how to boost marketing ROI. It uses:

• Marketing mix modeling to track how well each activity generates audiences;
• Attribution modeling to pinpoint which activities within the marketing mix 

generate the most conversions (such as search vs. display marketing in digital);
• Media measurement to monitor marketing activities via print, which will help 

it capture a new audience and generate more revenue.

Reminder: Don’t devolve into “beauty contests.”

Organizations often make the mistake of allocating marketing dollars based on 
which business line or product fared best in the market. Allocating budgets based 
on the best performances hinders your ability to improve in areas that need growth.

In marketing measurement, a “good enough” mindset stifles new ideas and im-
provement. Illuminating failures enables development of new, more effective mar-
keting methods and strategies.

Key takeaway: although some companies rely on one analytical technique, organi-
zations that use an integrated measurement approach will see the optimal ROI. 
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from anywhere at anytime by anyone you authorize.

• Detailed readership data & media measurement
• All clips include Web rank, opportunities to see, press circulation 

data. Qualitative assessments available to measure tone, prominence, 
subject, and more, with in-depth charts/graphs automatically created 
in seconds.

• Less costly, more flexible and better service
• Low, flat monthly fee; no per clip charges and no annual subscription 

required.

ClipMetricsTM — Media mea-
surement and analysis with 
both qualitative and quantita-
tive measurement tools to track 
the success of PR campaigns 
and assess the tone of news ar-
ticles and social conversations.
a.m. NewsBriefTM — Made-to-
order daily news digest for cor-
porate executives that contains 
only the stories that matter 
most to your organization, ex-
pertly edited and summarized 
by experienced journalists. 
Omnibus News Feed — News 
aggregation service with an all-
inclusive worldwide news feed, 
consisting of all news content 
posted in 55,000+ news sources 
delivered every day.

CyberAlert’s online news monitoring, broadcast news monitoring and social media 
monitoring services offer the key features you require —at an unbeatable price.

SPECIAL SERVICES

http://www.cyberalert.com/mediameasurement-a.html
http://www.cyberalert.com/newsbrief.html
http://www.cyberalert.com/aggregation_and_news_feed_service.html
https://secure.cyberalert.com/news_and_social_media_monitoring_service_free_trial.html?pr-measurement-white-paper


Need help with PR measurement? Contact CyberAlert today.

Call 203-375-7200 or email info@cyberalert.com

Like this White Paper? 

Share it with others!

Follow CyberAlert:
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